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Abstract

Consciousness is enigmatic beast. It is present with us, comforting, and intuitive core of us. Yet this familiar
beast, if we try to touch and describe it, escapes.Questioning and exploring consciousness accompanies mankind
since ever. In 20th century we met never before seen states of severe disorders of consciousness – nonresponding
people with eyes wide open. Also advancements in general anesthesia made us reexplore this phenomena. 

Article sums up current philosophic and two most prominent current neuroscientific approaches to what con-
sciousness is and how we can assess it in other human beings. These theories may extend our understanding of
ourselves and also help to asses this core quality in our patients in moments, when they do not intelligibly respond
or do not respond at all. 
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INTRODUCTION

Touching the consciousness
Consciousness is all we are and all we have: loose consciousness, and, as far as you are

concerned, your own self and the entire world dissolve into nothingness [1]. We are identified
with being conscious so strong, that, in normal situation, we have no problem to distinguish,
who is conscious and who is not. We usually understand the inner perspective of con-
sciousness and outer perspective on the rest as nonproblematic connection of two contrary
perspectives – soul and body. This deeply rooted Cartesian (named by its author, 17th centu-
ry philosopher René Descartes) dualism threads western culture.It is so strong that it still
makes some scientist to approach the sole or minimal unit which makes us conscious – the
spirit mysteriously settled in machine (body) – Homunculus, the observer, single, nonmate-
rial entirety of non-physical nature watching the Cartesian theatre of consciousness [2,3].

Thousand years of introspection and our actual inability to experience, how is it not to be
conscious [4] – and explanations what will happen to us when body deceases powers our
inherited concept, in which consciousness lives its own, body-independent life. This gap
rises from contrast of either thousand years of introspective exploration of consciousness
and neuroscience research in the other side. Consciousness appears different from outside
and inside: from outside we can access oscillating neurons, which we describe in language
of physics. From inside we experience our intimate world of thoughts and feelings [2]. We
often think that we can reduce consciousness to alertness,because we are usually aware –
conscious what we pay attention to [3,5,6]. But, awareness is objective and physical, where-
as consciousness is not. You can be vividly conscious while not aware of self or environ-
ment: take ketamine anesthesia with vivid dreams as an example [7]. 

Term “consciousness” is highly intuitive, vague, which brings uncertainty to philosophy,
linguistics, but also neuroscience, psychologyand clinical medicine. The most common def-
inition says that it is state, in which a human individual is capable of correct perception of
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oneself and environment and correctly react on outer stimuli. It is individual`s inner signaling
of himself and environment [8]. But this favorite definition seems problematic: you can be
vividly conscious without verbal signalization, for example if you are flooded by external
stimuli, your inner voice disappears. There are also prelingual children and people with
global aphasia. The “correct” is in the eyes of observer, otherwise inaccessible. 

Using dictionary definitions seems problematic: it meets semantic nuances of languages
and different use of terms in phrases which supplement the term. If we`ve been speaking
in different language, we would perceive different world (Ludwig Witgenstein) [9]. Term con-
sciousness itself exist in most of European languages for about 300 years, in some lan-
guages and cultures is absent until present [2]. Or, like in oriental languages, is a term usu-
ally used in similar context untranslatable directly. We will use this term and prism of west-
ern culture as fundamental for our paper.

To objectivize nature sciences Galilei introduced objective observer and split up body and
mind [2].Natural sciences use empiric experiment. Its prerequisite is to isolate examined
system and to manipulate inputs. This makes us able to maintain parameters almost con-
stant and change just one or few of them. The advantage of high reductionismus repro-
ducibility and objectivity. Its disadvantage is prerequisite that there is objective, from sur-
veyed system independent observer. 

Recent neuroscience made great approach to understand many mechanism of conscious-
ness: the way brain respond on different stimuli, decision making, focus and many others.
It is called easy problems of consciousness [10]. Most progress done in science of con-
sciousness past years have been done in this field But still, scientific research methods are
not well suited for studying the neuronal process that accompany our conscious experience
[5]. This very experience, its subjective parts, is calledhard problem of consciousness. It con-
sists of two elements, self and qualia [2,11]. Qualia are our direct, subjective, conscious
experience [11], the phenomenal consciousness. Consciousness like ability to experience
something, does not require sensimotor loops containing body and environment, neither
demands self-reflection (or language) noris reducible to alertness. The other is self: term for
grasping oneself, the one who experiences. Self always seems like unity, the mighty
homunculus. But some neurological states and disorders indicate that it consists of numer-
ous components, each of which could be assessed individually. Idea of unity then seems like
illusion [6], but also modular point of view, in which we denude some of its aspects, insuf-
ficient (The whole is more than sum of its parts – Aristotle). Consciousness is divided from
processes which create it. We do not have direct access to processed information (for exam-
ple the ones behind arising emotions), we just experience them [12].

There is one more aspect of consciousness science, as notices von Hayek: Every appara-
tus has to be on higher degree of complexity than the one who it tries to explain. Principally
we cannot understand brain. It is cybernetically too complicated. Brain – observer cannot
span brain – object [11]. 

Current approaches in consciousness
Approaches to describe consciousness are as diverse and multiple as consciousness expe-

rience itself. You can sort it by disciplines, methods, whatever. You can even get lost in the
flood of coming information, which are mostly in field of easy problems of consciousness.
Then you peel down all the humbug of easy problems and their solutions, and except ques-
tioning what is and what is not consciousness, you find yourself left with question like the
one posed by Francis Crick: “Where lies the moment of no consciousness and how we can
evaluate in other being?” 

Currently we have two main theories on problem of defining the essence or minimum
needed for conscious experience.

Searching for what is: Neuronal correlate of consciousness.
One approach to answer the question of consciousness, “contents systematically corre-

sponding to consciousness contents” or also revealing “substrates of conscious experience”
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[2] or minimal neuronal mechanisms sufficient enough in commonfor any conscious per-
ception [13-15]. Sometimes it seems like posthumous child of phrenology, where every func-
tion has its place on the human skull - and all we did was just move inside.Beloved child
of Aristotle and his scientific method (searching direct cause-and-effect mechanism that
create consciousness) as described in Organon, definition of neural correlate of conscious-
ness (NCC) forces term “minimal”, because question in research is, which parts of brain are
actually needed. Second method of research is to assess states of global deterioration like
sleep, anesthesia or coma and ask, what changed in brain. Using electrophysiological meth-
ods we would search for gamma-band synchrony emitting areas (30-70Hz and more) [16,17].
Large-capacity models predict that gamma-synchrony emergence is based on reciprocal
connectivity and thalamocortical loops [18-22]. Approximately 100ms after presentation of
consciously perceived stimulus, -oscillations were noticed in large areas. This is interpret-
ed as that transitional event of -synchrony converts parallel processes to common time
frame. Or perhaps gamma-beta synchrony could enable integration activity between local
areas,global theta-rhythm after this trigger could provide time frame for integration of more
globally distributed patterns. If particular synchrony, for example gamma, exclusively cor-
relates to NCC, is not clear. It is possible to record it in numerous brain areas, while some
of them directly do not take part on conscious processes [23]. So likewise “consciousness”,
“correlate” is the other confused term [24].

Also it is not yet clear whether synchrony in the gamma range vanishes during early
NREM sleep, during anesthesia, or even during seizures. Human studies are still inconsis-
tent. It would seem that there can be synchrony without consciousness, though perhaps
not consciousness without synchrony, at least in mammalian brains. It would be premature
to conclude that synchrony in one or another frequency band is necessarily a maker of con-
sciousness[23]. There is also enigma of hydraencephalia: children with virtually no cortex
(except residues of cortex provided by anterior and posterior cerebral artery and malatic-
falxcerebri). They can briefly interact with environment, have moods or discriminate people
[25].

Searching for what is not
To “make (hard) science” we explore consciousness with empiric experiment. Its prerequi-

site is to isolate examined system and to manipulate inputs, which is easy done in experi-
ment with external stimuli. That is the easy and most explored part. In classic research we
usually asses changes in visual network (easy to be influences and anatomically and func-
tionally best explored in primates) [6]. Other pathways of perception are less explored and
even to smaller extent if they are not explicit, even when most information we get in every-
day contact, is implicit. But consciousness can even exist without external input: with tran-
scranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) during ketamine-induced unresponsiveness the result
is awakefulness-like, complex spatiotemporal activation pattern. Subject report vivid dreams
during period of behavioral unresponsiveness on external stimuli [7]. NCC also describes
synchrony as framing many different activity patterns and multiple parallel processes into
a single synchrony – consciousexperience. We can explore multiple NCCs for different sen-
sory inputs [26].Particularly interesting is NCC for auditory stimuli, because of potential legal
consequences in case of for example explicit awareness in general anesthesia.

That is explaining: until we meet ultimate, briefly occupying consciousness with no obvi-
ous internal structure: darkness, pure deep blue or brightsound. It would merely seem to
require strong activation of relating neurons, no need of complex synchrony. Also, the idea
of neuronal correlate given by active neurons bound in synchrony discounts the importance
of the inactive ones:  information specifying that particular unified experience must be con-
veyed by both active and inactive neurons. Yet for inactive neuron seems nothing to bind.
On the other hand, for example in case of generalized seizures, most of cortical neurons are
active synchronously – but this bind rather seem to vanish consciousness than make it
more vivid [23]. 
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Neuronal correlate of consciousness also calls for that switching point between con-
sciousness and unconsciousness. We can never experience, how it is, to be unconscious.
We can experience vanishing or emerging of consciousness, but not unconsciousness per
se. 

We also need methods to explore consciousness when no reports about phenomenal expe-
rience are available. As promising there is scanning extent of brain activation after tran-
scranial magnetic stimulation [7,27].

Integrated Information Theory of Consciousness
Classically, the reduction of uncertainty among number of alternatives constitutes infor-

mation [28,29]. If you lie in bed and experience pure silence and darkness, one may
thought, that it conveys little information. One should realize, however, that the informa-
tivness of what you experience lies not in how complicated it is to describe, but how many
alternatives were ruled out when you experienced it. This is so simple that it was overlooked
for long time. 

It is just as essential to realize that the information associated occurrence of conscious-
ness state is integrated information. Conscious experience is integrated as a whole – it can-
not be subdivided into components. Since integrated information can only be generated
within the complex and not outside its boundaries, it is necessarily subjective, private and
related to a single point of view or perspective [30,31].  Theory suspects that given system
as brain is likely to contain more than one complex, but there is only one main complex that
integrates most information in given time. So the emergence of consciousness is not only
spatial, but also temporal matter. If the complex is stimulated for lesser time that neurons
need for perturbation, effect of the stimulation will not be manifested.

Functional disconnections may also lead to restriction of neural substrate of conscious-
ness as seen in neurological neglect phenomena or possible in dreaming. As we have seen,
studies show that early NREM sleep is associated either with breakdown of effective con-
nectivity among cortical areas, and thereby loss of integration [32,33] or with a stereotypi-
cal global response suggestive of loss of repetitoire and thus information [32]. This reduc-
tion could be reason why consciousness is reduced or eliminated in absence seizures or
other states characterized by hypersynchronous neuronal activity [23]

For mammalian corticothalamic system is characteristic that different parts of cortex are
specialized for different function, yet a vast network of connections allow these parts to
interact profusely. And the corticothalamic system is the one part of brain, which cannot be
severely impaired without loss of consciousness. Computer simulations also show that
units along multiple, segregated incoming or outgoing pathways are not incorporated with-
in the repetitoire of the main complex. This may be why neural activity in different path-
ways (perhaps as far as V1), although triggering it, does not contribute directly to conscious
experience. Nor does activity in efferent pathways (perhaps starting with motor primary cor-
tex), though it is crucial for reporting each different experience[23]. While it is not easy to
determine, at present, whether a particular group of neurons is excluded from main com-
plex because of hard-wired anatomical constraints, or is transiently disconnected due to
functional changes, set of elements underlying consciousness is not static, but form dynam-
ic core or dynamic complex [32].

Integrated Information Theory goes beyond proposing a provisional list of candidate brain
areas for the neural substrate of consciousness, and of seemingly important neural ingre-
dients, such as synchronization, sustained or phasic firing or reentrant activity without
a principled explanation of why they would be important or whether they would be always
necessary. The integrated information theory also avoids the pitfalls associated with assign-
ing conscious qualities to individual brain elements. In complex, both active and inactive
neurons counts, just as the sound of piano is given both by the keys which are played and
those which remain silent. The theory also predicts that consciousness depends exclusive-
ly on ability of a system to integrate information, whether or not has strong sense of self,
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language, emotion, or is immersed in an environment contrary to some common intuition. The
theory also says that the presence and extent of consciousness can be determined, in princi-
ple, also in case in which we have no verbal report, such as infants or animals, or neurologi-
cal conditions like disorders of consciousness, psychomotor seizures or catatonic states. The
theory assign consciousness of systems, which can make choice between alternatives and
thus it is not panpsychism[1]. The theory also implies that consciousness is not all-or-none
property, but is graded [23]. We have this experience every night when falling asleep.

Integration Information Theory is in its infancy and lack the graces of fully developed the-
ory.  It is exceedingly difficult to compute amount of integration even for very small systems.
It does not differentiate between flesh and silicon and attributes consciousness to other
beings – but does not downplay the gulf between nervous system of worm and human. 

There is other grace of this theory: the mathematical approach, quantification of con-
sciousness by quantification the complexity of brain response on transcranial magnetic
stimulation in patients with questionable behavioral response: there seems to be promising
algorithm to asses this subgroup of patients and eventually reveal locked-in patients [27,
34]. Differently from for example low resolution brain tomography (LORETA), algorithm is
not dependent on projecting onto predefined brain model, which can differ individually, and
be significantly changed in brain damaged and rewired in healing process.  

We can still ask unanswered question, when there is moment of no consciousness and
how can we define it in other being. 

Conclusion
Why to have a theory on consciousness
Consciousness is trivial, intelligible everyday matter, until we try to define it or until we

meet borderline and disturbing states like vegetative state or try to explain effect of differ-
ent anesthetics. 

There is no accepted theory of consciousness, no principled theory that would tell us
which systems, organic or artificial, are conscious and why [35]. We also have a detailed and
very successful framework for matter and energy, but not for the body-mind problem [36].
As the consciousness is subjective, there is no direct way to monitor it in others. But for
a start we have access to our own experiences, which can be used to formulate theories. We
can also plausibly rely on indirect information, such as subjects` description of their expe-
riences [5]. There lies one of the traps: borderline states of unconsciousness are accompa-
nied with aphasia and possibly amnesia.We can just try to interact with people not capable
of verbal communication and asses their reaction on us and environment. Such methods
have limitations, but they give us enough to get started. These theories and concepts will
not be conclusively testable, so they will inevitably be more speculative than those of more
conventional scientific disciplines.

The ultimate goal of a theory of consciousness is a simple and elegant set of fundamen-
tal laws, analogous to fundamental laws of physics. If we find a theory that fits the data bet-
ter than any other theory, we will have good reason to accept it. 

Until that we will meet again and again with consciousness diminishing and rising in our
patients in general anesthesia and try to understand and catch the first signs of con-
sciousness in patient emerging from coma. Or just wonder and ask.

We were born too late to explore the Earth, we were born too early to explore the universe,
but we are born right in time to explore the consciousness. 
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